Emergence of permanent teeth and dental age in a series of Finns.
The emergence of permanent teeth was studied in 187 Finnish children who had longitudinal records of the emergence of all permanent teeth except third molars. Exact emergence dates were known for about one third of the teeth. Emergence ages of the remaining teeth were based on their presence and absence at clinical examinations. We calculated ages at clinical eruption of permanent teeth and tooth counts at half year intervals. Ages corresponding to counts of permanent teeth from 1 to 27 are also given. The schedules presented, which slow means, standard deviations, and percentage distributions, are expected to serve as useful references in clinical dentistry, pediatrics, forensics, and research. The mandibular central incisor emerged before the first molar of the same jaw in 68% of the children. A change in the emergence order of these teeth in Finns seems to have occurred in the 1960s. A visual comparison of dental maturity curves based on tooth counts with curves based on tooth mineralization in a previous Finnish radiographic study showed that the mean curves had roughly the same form, whereas the forms of standard deviation curves differed distinctly. It appears that the two methods to assess dental maturity are not interchangeable in practice. Tooth counts can be used in maturity estimations up to about 13 years of age, whereas the radiographic method works best to about 11 years.